
ESSAYS ON ALICE IN WONDERLAND ANALYSIS

Free Essay: Alice In Wonderland Literary Analysis Many themes are explored when reading Lewis Carrol's, Alice in
Wonderland. Themes of.

Both men create a world where logic and reality get twisted creating an alternative universe. In the Victorian
Era kids were allowed to work as any other adult would. Burton uses music, makeup, and color toâ€¦. Every
teenager, especially during their younger years, latch their minds onto something they want, a car or new
gaming system perhaps, and cannot think of anything else until they get it. The book begins with a young girl
Alice, bored under a tree in the meadow by a river, reading a book with her sister. Carroll a very intelligent
man, often known by his real name: Charles Lutwidge Dodgson. Through the confusion, experimentation, and
uncertainties of the Wonderland between childhood and adulthood Alice realizes in her unconscious state that
she is changing from simple child into a young woman. It is a fair analysis to determine it is individual for
each author. It is very obvious in the story that it was written for the three Liddell girls, of whom Alice was the
closest to Dodgson. The part with the mad tea-party is one of the best examples of this. Many Victorian
novelists highlight this mechanization of human beings, as it contributed to the identity crisis epidemic of the
Victorian Era in which children were especially affected. Alice had never heard a rabbit talk and moreover felt
that it was bizarre for a rabbit to own a pocket watch. The Queen of Hearts rules Wonderland with the
cowering King of Hearts, and all of her minions are playing cards. These novels both depict the journey and
adventure of a young girl named Alice. It was undoubtedly both a popular and significant tale when it was first
orally told and then written down, and is surely one that is applicable to modern society. Carroll is very
successful throughout Alice in Wonderland in portraying the uncertainties and chaos that come with growing
up. Former source of this article Reproduced with permission from the author. He was influenced by the
Victorian style. Most of his publications included math books. Alice Adventures in Wonderland turned the
tables on this type of character and made a strong, lively character Alice. It is fairly obvious that the visions of
the stories derive from the genious of a man, and not from drug influence. Let me think: was I the same when I
got up this morning? Lewis Carroll describes the fall into the rabbit-hole as very long and he mentions
bookshelves on the sides of the hole. In this essay I will argue that food is used as a transformative device to
enable Alice to voluntarily explore and involuntarily supress her inner desires. After falling down the rabbit
hole, Alice enters the garden, where three playing card gardeners are frantically painting white roses red. It
becomes more interesting when Alice finally gets into the garden and finds a pack of cards ruling it, with a
very evil queen at its head. From England? Equally important, this scene confirms that Alice has always
morals and rules on her mind and she approaches new situations with logic, paying attention to the possible
consequences, but eventually, she proves with her actions that she is still a child full of curiosity. What
astounds her is that the rabbit takes out a small watch from its pocket and exclaims, "I will be late". One of the
few certain things are that Charles Lutwidge Dodgson really loved children and dedicated his works for them.
Wonderland acts. Moreover, even justice is not spared of parody, injustice and chaos are logical consequences
of living in Wonderland. This, it is said, was the inspiration to the second chapter of the book, The Pool of
Tears. The style of Lewis Carroll is often described as symbolic. This behavior confirms her attempt to be like
a grown up, with no positive outcomes. It is said that he used to row out on picnics with the Liddell girls and
tell them stories. He captive it hearts with his writing and became a very well-known writer. Lewis was born
on the 27th of January, under the name Charles Lutwidge Dodgson. The theme with Alice growing and
shrinking into different sizes could reflect the ups and downs of adolescence with young people sometimes
feeling adult and sometimes quite the opposite. It is the time period when they start to come into contact with
negative influences and bad habits such as cursing, violence, drugs, sexual topics, etc. Lewis Carroll indirectly
incorporates his views of society into his book. Allowing the mind to roam without restrictions can show us
who were really are and how we perceive the world around us. There appears to be something in Alice for
everyone, and there are almost as many explanations of the work as there are commentators. Since this film
was made using live-actors playing the bizarre characters in this fantasy film, most critics had second-thoughts
on whether or not such a film could happen Time matters in growing up, I guess, but further interpretations are
left unsaid.


